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INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT 

Options for Teacher-Led Sessions

❍  Key Ideas & Details ....................................... 2

❍  Point of View        ........................................... 4

❍  Characters ................................................... 6

❍  Respond & Extend ........................................ 8

Online Printables

Vocabulary Network 
Organizer

Comprehension Quiz

Tabletop Minilessons: Reading

Point of View (F)

Characters

Genre: Realistic Fiction

TEXT X-RAY

KEY IDEAS  LANGUAGE BACKGROUND & CULTURE

• Adrien agrees to watch his 

younger sister Claire to prove 

he is responsible enough to 

coach her soccer team.

• Claire keeps Adrien busy all 

day trying to keep her out 

of trouble.

• At the end of the day, Mom 

and Dad are proud of the 

job Adrien has done. He 

has proved he will make a 

great coach.

Key Vocabulary

mumbled (p. 6)

responsibility 
(p. 9)

mixture (p. 16)

panic (p. 17)

anxiously (p. 18)

drained (p. 18)

ingredients (p. 23)

relieved (p. 24)

scold (p. 25)

smearing (p. 25)

exhausted (p. 27)

occasion (p. 40)

Idiomatic Expressions

keeping up (cover)

watching your sister (p. 9)

the truth comes out (p. 44)

Soccer is one of the fastest-

growing sports for children 

in the United States. Many 

organizations have soccer teams 

for children as young as four 

years old. Children on a soccer 

team develop skills such as 

teamwork, speed, endurance, 

and agility. Playing soccer also 

helps children develop their 

fitness and balance. 

TEXT COMPLEXITY

READING LEVEL R  OVERALL RATING Slightly Complex

GENRE Realistic Fiction

WHY THIS TEXT?

In this chapter book, Adrien wants to prove to his parents that he understands the 

meaning of responsibility. Supported by lively illustrations, Adrien narrates all the 

challenges of caring for his four-year-old sister, Claire. It is a difficult day, but Adrien 

shows that he is up to the challenge by thinking of creative ways to solve many 

Claire-created problems.

VOCABULARY NETWORK

Words About Feelings anxiously (adv.), exhausted (v.), relieved (v.)

1Keeping Up with Claire
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GENERATE INTEREST

• What does it mean to be responsible?

• What are some things you might do to entertain a four-

year-old?

BUILD VOCABULARY

Use the Vocabulary Network Organizer to develop 

vocabulary and explore language connections.

• anxiously (adv.), exhausted (v.), relieved (v.)

Key Ideas & Details

GUIDE INSTRUCTION

Build comprehension of the text, using the prompts below as needed.

TEXT EVIDENCE

• I had been thinking about it ever since Ricardo signed 

up. He was having a great time and getting some extra 

soccer tips from Claire’s coach.

English Learner Support

The word coach is used both as a verb and noun on 

these pages. Explain both meanings.

Why does Adrien want to help coach Claire’s soccer 

team? (His best friend is having a great time coaching the 

team and getting soccer tips from Claire’s coach.) What do his 

parents agree to let him do? (watch Claire for the day)

Discuss Talk with students about why Adrien “really wants” 

to coach Claire’s soccer team. Why are people more motivated 

when they want to do something?

5–9

TEXT EVIDENCE

• I decided to look in Buddy’s hiding place

• While Claire was playing in the sink, she must have tried 

on Mom’s ring. Then, as she was mixing the ingredients, 

the ring probably fell into the mixture

• ILLUSTRATION CLUES

English Learner Support

Multiple-meaning word: ring

In which three places does Adrien look for Mom’s 

missing ring? (sink, Buddy’s hiding place, brownies) Where 

does he find the ring? (in the brownies)

Reread Have students reread and look for clues as to why 

Adrien looks in these three places for Mom’s ring. (Claire plays 

in the sink and helps with the brownie mix, and their dog is 

known to take things that don’t belong to him.)

14–24

TEXT EVIDENCE

• I won’t tell anyone if you help me clean up the kitchen 

and put frosting on the brownies to cover up the holes 

I made looking for the ring.

English Learner Support

Show a photo of Swiss cheese to help students 

understand why Adrien says the brownies looked 

like Swiss cheese.

Why does Adrien agree not to tell Mom about the ring? 

(He agrees because he wants Claire to help clean up, and he 

doesn’t want his parents to know about the ring either.)

Guide Point out the various reasons that make Adrien keep 

silent about the ring. Help students draw the conclusion 

that Adrien doesn’t want his parents to know about the ring 

because they will think he isn’t responsible.

24–26
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EL Support Key ■  ■  ■ Substantial ■  ■ Moderate ■ Light

TEXT EVIDENCE

• she grabbed the pillowcase and began stuffing 

feathers—and everything else—into it: clothes, toys, 

and shoes that had been lying on the floor

English Learner Support

Use the illustration on page 28 to explain that a 

pillow fight is a fake fight where people hit each 

other with soft pillows.

27–31

Why does Mom think Adrien helped Claire clean up 

her room? (Adrien tells Claire to pick up feathers, but Claire 

puts everything on the floor into the pillowcase.)

Create a Visual Work with students to make a problem-

solution chart to track each problem Adrien has had to 

deal with and what he does to solve it.

TEXT EVIDENCE

• my nap was never going to happen

• Claire’s door was open . . . Claire was gone.

• a tiny hand stretched out from the doghouse and 

reached for Buddy

• ILLUSTRATION DETAILS

32–37

Why can’t Adrien take a nap? (Claire has disappeared 

from her room.)  Where does Adrien find Claire? (in the 

doghouse)

Reread Have volunteers read aloud details that show 

the sequence of events from the time when Adrien 

realizes Claire is missing to the point when he finds her.

TEXT EVIDENCE

• We had to put frosting on them.

• Mom, Dad, and Grandma all looked at me

English Learner Support
 ■  ■  ■  Do Claire and Adrien frost the brownies?

  ■  ■  Claire tells the family they had to 
put  on the brownies.

  ■  Adrien tells because .

44–46

Why does Adrien tell everyone about the ring and 

the brownies? (The family wants an explanation after 

Claire tells them they had to put frosting on the brownies.)

Guide Explain that readers sometimes have to use clues 

in a story to figure out things the author doesn’t say. Help 

students figure out that Claire makes everyone curious 

about the frosting and that she was probably going to tell 

everyone about the ring anyway.

TEXT EVIDENCE

• You were able to entertain an active four-year-old 

all day, and when problems arose, you came up with 

creative solutions.

English Learner Support
 ■  ■  ■  Does the family think Adrien did a good job?

  ■  ■  The family thinks Adrien did a  job.
  ■  The family thinks .

46–48

Why are Mom and Dad proud of Adrien? (He took 

good care of Claire for the day and found solutions for his 

problems with her.)

Discuss Talk with students about the types of problems 

Adrien has to solve and his attitude as he solves them. 

How does this show that he is responsible?

3
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INTRODUCE THE DRIVING QUESTION

• Who is telling this story? 

• How does the narrator affect the story?

Point of View

GUIDE INSTRUCTION

Use the prompts below to guide students through the text. For additional support, refer to the relevant 

Tabletop Minilesson.

TEXT EVIDENCE

• I looked at the clock 

• but my best friend

• Dad was always teasing me

English Learner Support

Say the pronouns I and me as you point to 

yourself. Have students do the same. Then 

demonstrate by holding a book and saying my 

book. Have students repeat with other objects.

5–7

Who do the words I, me, and my refer to on these 

pages? (Adrien) Who is telling this story? (Adrien)

Guide Tell students that the narrator is the person 

telling the story. Point out that when a narrator uses 

words such as I, me, and my, the story is told by a 

character in the story. Explain that this is called first-

person point of view. In this type of story, readers learn 

only what that character knows or sees.

TEXT EVIDENCE

• Mom and Dad both looked at me, waiting to see how I 

would respond.

• Mom and Dad were pleased . . . smiled at me

English Learner Support

Multiple-meaning word: crack

12

Why does Adrien persuade Claire to pour instead of 

cracking the eggs? (He wants to show he can take care 

of Claire.) How does Adrien know that his parents are 

pleased? (They smile at him and at each other.)

Discuss Talk with students about what could have 

happened if Claire cracked the eggs (shells in the 

brownies). Why does Adrien’s solution appeal to Claire? Is 

Adrien being responsible? Why?

TEXT EVIDENCE

• accidentally dropped the ring down the sink

• Maybe . . . Buddy . . . had taken it.

• she was mixing the ingredients together, the ring 

probably fell into the mixture 

• It took about ten pokes, but the fork finally hit 

something solid—the ring. 

• ILLUSTRATION CLUES

14–24

What does Adrien think happened to Mom’s ring? 

(First, he thinks Claire dropped it down the sink. Next he 

thinks maybe their dog took it. Then he thinks the ring is 

in the brownies.) How does Adrien find the ring? (He 

pokes holes in the brownies.)

Discuss Talk about how the illustrations on pages 19 

and 23 help readers understand what Adrien is thinking. 

Help students make connections between the text and 

details in the illustrations.

4
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EL Support Key ■  ■  ■ Substantial ■  ■ Moderate ■ Light

TEXT EVIDENCE

• I began to panic

• I imagined Mom’s ring damaged, destroyed, or lost 

forever

English Learner Support

Explain that in this situation, the word missing 

means that an object is lost or cannot be found.

17–18

How does Adrien feel when he notices that Mom’s 

ring is missing? (He is worried and afraid that his parents 

will be mad that he didn’t look after Claire.)

Create a Visual Begin a web titled Words That Tell About 

the Narrator. Ask students to identify clue words that help 

them understand how the narrator feels at certain times 

in the story. Add those details to the web. Use the web 

to discuss how Adrien’s feelings affect what he does in 

the story.

TEXT EVIDENCE

• Here it comes . . . Once they heard the full truth . . . 

would not think I was responsible enough

• You did an excellent job today!

• when problems arose, you came up with creative 

solutions. Your mom and I are very proud of you.

English Learner Support

Spanish cognate: activo (active)

46–47

How do Mom and Dad react after they find out what 

really happened during the day? (They both think 

Adrien did an excellent job and solved many problems.) 

Why is Adrien surprised by their reaction? (He 

thought they would be mad.)

Discuss Talk with students about what the first-person 

narrator reveals about Adrien’s thoughts. Guide them 

to see that knowing Adrien’s concern helps readers 

understand his surprise.

TEXT EVIDENCE

• ILLUSTRATION DETAILS

• “Thanks,” I sighed, “and after today, I think that I’ll be 

going to bed very early on Friday nights!”

English Learner Support
 ■  ■  ■  Does Adrien look happy or sad?

  ■  ■  In the picture, Adrien looks .
  ■  Adrien looks  because .

48

What can readers learn from the illustration about 

Adrien’s feelings at the end of the story? (It shows that 

he is excited and happy. He imagines working as a soccer 

coach and having fun with the children.) Why does Adrien 

sigh and say he will go to bed early on Friday nights? 

(He realizes that while coaching will be fun, it will also be 

hard work.)

Guide Help students understand that the thought 

balloon in the illustration shows what Adrien is thinking. 

Point out that the illustration reflects what the first-

person narrator thinks about coaching.

5
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INTRODUCE THE DRIVING QUESTION

• How does the author reveal what characters are like?

Characters

GUIDE INSTRUCTION

Use the prompts below to guide students through the text. For additional support, refer to the relevant 

Tabletop Minilesson.

TEXT EVIDENCE

• I sleep so late . . . because being your older brother is a 

very tiring job.

• I’d like to start helping to coach

English Learner Support

Multiple-meaning word: excuse

5–9

What does Adrien tell his parents that he wants to 

do? (coach Claire’s soccer team) Why do his parents 

think this is out of character? (Adrien likes to sleep late 

and says being Claire’s brother is tiring.)

Guide Explain that authors use a character’s words, 

thoughts, and actions to reveal what the person is 

like. Help students infer that sometimes authors use 

descriptions to show that a character is doing something 

that he or she usually wouldn’t do.

TEXT EVIDENCE

• Claire was a lot of fun to play with, yet she always 

seemed to be getting into trouble.

• “I’ll crack the eggs,” Claire demanded, “and you can 

pour in the water.”

• Making sure Claire didn’t touch me with those gooey 

hands of hers

English Learner Support

Have students practice reciting a demand and a 

suggestion. 

10–13

How would Adrien describe Claire? (a bit of a 

troublemaker, messy, bossy) How does Claire treat 

Adrien? (She thinks that she can tell him what to do 

because she demands to crack the eggs.)

Reread Have students find the words demanded and 

suggested on page 10. Talk with students about the way 

Adrien and Claire speak to each other. Point out that the 

way characters speak to others is another way that authors 

show what the characters are like. Have students discuss 

why Claire seems bossy and why Adrien seems caring.

TEXT EVIDENCE

• something . . . help me rescue the ring

• If the ring was really down there, it would stick to 

the gum 

• another idea popped into my head: Maybe Claire had 

knocked the ring off the counter and Buddy, our dog, 

had taken it.

18–21

Is Adrien a creative thinker? (yes) How do you know? 

(He comes up with three ideas for where the ring may be: the 

sink, the dog’s hiding place, and the brownies. He creates a 

“fishing” device and pokes holes in the brownies rather than 

crumbling them.)

Create a Visual Work with students to begin a web 

with Adrien at the center. Add words and phrases that 

describe him in the outer circles. Add to the web as you 

continue reading.

6
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EL Support Key ■  ■  ■ Substantial ■  ■ Moderate ■ Light

TEXT EVIDENCE

• colorful face and silly grin, I started to laugh and 

realized that I couldn’t stay angry with her

English Learner Support

Figurative language: spun around, mouth fell 

open, like a circus clown

Compound word: makeup

24–25

What does it show about Adrien when he laughs at 

Claire for wearing Mom’s makeup? (He has a sense of 

humor; he can’t stay angry for long.)

Discuss Point out that the way a character responds 

to a problem shows readers what the character is like. 

Talk about how Adrien’s reaction “fits” with what readers 

have learned about him. Are you surprised he doesn’t get 

angry? Why? 

TEXT EVIDENCE

• Let’s have a pillow fight!

• She raced around . . . picking up everything

English Learner Support

 ■  ■  ■  Does Claire take a nap?

 ■  ■  Instead of taking a , Claire starts a 
.

 ■  What does Claire put in the pillowcase?

27–31

How does Claire misbehave? (doesn’t take a nap when 

told to; starts pillow fight; doesn’t follow directions)

Discuss Remind students that earlier in the story, Claire 

tells Adrien that he is the best soccer player in the world. 

Talk about why, despite her misbehavior, Claire is sincere 

about her feelings toward Adrien. What does Claire say to 

Adrein just before falling asleep? (He’s the best brother.) 

How do you know she’s being sincere? 

TEXT EVIDENCE

•  I was getting tired from my busy afternoon

English Learner Support

Say himself as you point to Adrien on page 33. Say 

yourself and have students point to themselves.

32–33

Why does Adrien describe himself as a hard-working 

guy ? (He has been doing different activities with Claire 

all day.)

Reread Have students reread to identify all the activities 

and problems Adrien has dealt with throughout the day. 

Would you think of yourself as hard working if you did all 

those things with Claire?

TEXT EVIDENCE

• being your older brother is a very tiring job

• prove to you that I’m responsible

• I began to panic, but then I realized

• I looked anxiously around the kitchen for a solution

5–48

What kind of person is Adrien? (He is kind and cares 

abut his family; he is responsible; he is a creative thinker; he 

is a good problem solver.) What lesson does he learn? 

(It’s tough keeping up with Claire.)

Create a Visual Review the web begun earlier. Guide 

students to use the information on the web along with 

story details to draw conclusions about the kind of 

person Adrien is.

7
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Hands-On Activity

Write a Recipe

• Recipes are sets of 

instructions that give steps 

in order. 

• Write a recipe for something 

you already know how 

to make. 

• Your “recipe” does not have 

to be about the ingredients 

in food; it can be the steps 

in a process you know, such 

as brushing your teeth, 

drafting an essay, or building 

a model. 

• Present your recipe to 

the group.

GUIDE INSTRUCTION

Explain that students will be using what they have read and their own opinions to respond to the text. Then assign 

and support one or more of the activities below.

GENERATE INTEREST

• Which parts of the story did you find funny?

• Would you let Adrien take care of your younger brother or sister? Why or why not?

Respond & Extend

Research Connection

Research Soccer

• Use print and online sources 

to find the rules for playing 

soccer.

• Look for the basic rules of 

the game.

• Make a poster or plan a 

presentation to share your 

findings.

Project

Create a Babysitter’s Guide

• With a partner, think of 

information that would be 

helpful for a babysitter. Use 

the Internet or other sources 

to find tips.

• Be sure to include important 

information about what to 

do in case of an emergency.

• Create a booklet with your 

tips. Present the information 

in a way that will be helpful 

and easy to read.

Response Writing

1. Write the next scene of the 

story. Describe what happens 

on Adrien’s first day at soccer 

practice. What problems does 

he have?  How does he solve 

the problems?

2. Write an email from Adrien 

to Ricardo. Have Adrien tell 

Ricardo what happened when 

his parents found out about 

the ring.

Vocabulary & Language

Variations for Said

• Reread the story and note 

words that are used instead 

of said. One example is 

demanded on page 12. 

• Think about how the 

meaning of the sentence 

would change if the word 

said were used in place of 

the more descriptive word.

• Place the words in order 

on a word line from 

most descriptive to least 

descriptive.

8
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